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SKINCARE MADE EASY

Verso exists to add a little easiness to everyday life. Established in 
Stockholm in 2013, Verso’s mission is to simplify your daily skincare
regime. Our product range provides the essentials for the long-term 

beauty and health of skin. Based on advanced science, all of our
products are easy to use and make you ready to meet each and 

every day in no time.



VERSO SKINCARE ESSENTIALS

Everyday science: Vitamin A – Retinol 8
Verso’s secret recipe for every day simplicity starts with our proprietary Vitamin A 

complex Retinol 8. Eight times as effective as traditional retinol , Retinol 8 stimulates 
the skin’s natural collagen production, substantially reducing the signs of aging. It is 
the result of Verso’s quest for an extra effective retinol complex that it is so gentle 

to the skin. Retinol 8 targets your skin’s most vital needs, considerably improving its 
quality and texture while keeping your daily cleansing routine simple. 

Moisturizing & hydration barrier repair
A well hydrated skin is the fundament for a healthy skin, this is especially important 
when exposed to dry environment. Verso provides optimal and immediate moisture-
zation, long-term hydration, and a continuous skin barrier repair for all skin types. 

No unnecessary ingredients
We select ingredients with care and take no shortcuts when developing our products. 

Retinol 8 helps us keep the ingredient count low and it is only the high-quality 
substances with the ability to slow down the aging of skin and maintain its beauty 
that make the cut. Free from colour additives, parabens and mineral oil, the Verso 

range is gentle enough for everyday application on delicate skin.



LONG-TERM PAY OFF

Verso was born out of a desire to provide effective everyday
essentials that can be smoothly paired with personal favourites in 

any skincare regime or applied as stand-alone in its own right.

Fundamental to our philosophy is a scientifically based belief
in quality. In the Verso universe, quality equals longevity. 

From day one our goal has been to offer fresh, clinically tested
products for the long-term enhancement of all types of skin.



”Firmly rooted in science, Verso is about
everyday simplicity and quality of life!”

LARS FREDRIKSSON, FOUNDER OF VERSO SKINCARE



ABOUT VERSO
Verso was launched in 2013 as the practical solution to skincare, committed to 

providing essential products that effectively target the skin’s daily needs. 

With science as a starting point, Verso makes high-quality products with a low 
ingredient count providing sustainability and an environmentally conscious approach 

to skincare. No shortcuts are taken in the work to develop products that meet this 
essential requirement.

Verso’ ultimate goal is to make it easier for our customers to combine a healthy 
skincare routine with a busy contemporary lifestyle by offering products that deliver 

performance with no fuss. 

Lars and the team has strong background in the beauty industry and clinical 
development.





PARTNERS

Verso has a selective distribution strategy and collaborates with a 
range of premium retail outlets. Barneys NY, Forty Five Ten Dallas, 

Nordstroms USA, Ludwig Beck Munich, NK Sweden, SpaceNK, 
USA and UK, Harvey Nichols Hong Kong, Escentials Singapore, 

Mecca Cosmetica Australia, to name a few.



GROWTH
A strong annual double digit growth last 2 years in our key markets will continue.  

With good and strong local partnerships Verso will increase sales as well as recognition.

Available in more than 20 countries, the brand will now take the next step with 
additional product development program rooted in science & lifestyle. New products 

that will meet the high expectations & need from the consumer.

Online sales is the strongest single driver and with local partnerships with influencers 
in different platforms to support sales as well as recognition.

In a marketplace where the customer is looking away from well known ”old fashion” 
brands and search for something new unique, tailored and honest,  Verso is very 

well positioned with its Nordic DNA, functionality and simplicity.

Our presence and recognition in the Scandinavian market has been very good and 
sales exceeding our plans and we see a continued strong growth. 



CUSTOMER

Verso customer is a savvy, well traveled individual that is 
very interested and appreciate quality, design and functionality.

Predominately women but men are buying Verso products 
on a regular basis. 

Verso performs very well in a retail environment with high 
service and well trained personnel both online and in 

regular stores.

Our customers range from 25-70 years of age (main target 
of 35-55), both Caucasians and Asians. Verso attracts 

customers from all over the world and where recognized, 
its known for scientifically proven technologies that delivers 

results, which in the end our target group is looking for, 
either if its reducing wrinkles, smooth the skin tone or 

improve hydration & radiance.

Verso will continue the growth in the selective retail 
environment as well as online and professional SPA and 

the lifestyle market.



”Swedish brand Verso is world-class skincare”
JESSICA BLOCKSTRÖM, SWEDISH FEMINA BEAUTY EDITOR



PRESS
From the very beginning, Verso has been recognized by the ”industry” and 
beauty editors as serious brand with fantastic technology and great design 

with attention to details. 

On continued basis Verso is picked & featured weekly by major magazines 
in key markets.

For example, in November:  Swedish Femina beauty editor, Jessica Blockström
”Swedish Brand Verso is world-class skincare”



AWARDS
Verso has been awarded several design & best products awards, 
such as the Red Dot & Wallpaper design awards and the brand is 

frequently referred to as fresh, modern, and a classic. 

In December 2017, Verso was awarded the ”Best Grooming” product 
of this year by Magasin Cafe. We regard this recognition highly as 

Verso is very inclusive and works well for both men & women. 

Verso Hydration Serum was awarded the best serum in the premium 
category in the Swedish Beauty Awards 2018. 

In Beauty Shortlist Awards 2018 Verso Skincare received Best 
Advanced Eye Product – Verso Super Eye Serum and Editor’s Choice 

Winner – Verso Antioxidant Booster



COLLABORATION

Verso launched hotel its first hotel collaboration 
with ”Ett hem” in Stockholm www.etthem.se.

Awarded as one of the best hotels in the world.








